makes it easier for consumers to consolidate and share personal health information.
Appointment reminders link to the app and reinforce pre-visit care instructions.
Use Docket™ Boarding Pass to consolidate and share your health profile with trusted care providers.

Simply scan your doctor’s unique Docket™ QR code to securely transmit your health information.

Docket keeps track of your data so you don’t have to. Take charge of your health.
Boarding Pass: self-reported health data and appt. check-in.
Medication reminders encourage daily active users and adherence.
Document repository: securely store and exchange clinical documents.
Appointment Log: past visits, physician “tweets,” and user controls.
Settings & Info:
e-sign HIPPA authorization form, user controls, etc.
Check-in Demo: confirmation and receipt.

Are you sure you want to send your medical information to HL7 FHIR® Clinic?

Yes

No

Checked-in to HL7 FHIR® Clinic

Some or all of the information from the following sections was restricted according to your doctor’s preferences:

Lifestyle.

Done